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(lirom East and west), Brainin declared that Hebrew literature

for us the role of councils, assembries, educational institutions,

lcgislatures, and courts. "2

Both Brainin and waxman were acutery ,'ware of the dearth of
institutional support for modernJewish, and especially Hebrew,
cul_
ture in eastern Europe. while there was an extensive network
of

consequence was that
Jervislr intellectuals

for an important subset of eastern European
and their inteilectual descendants-a
-mashilim

distinct tradition of autodidacticism obtained throughout the nineteenth century.
Another consequence of this institutional gap in modern eastern
t76]
EuropeanJewish culture was the emergence of thejournal as a surrogate
Jewish home forJewish intellectuals. The journal served simultaneously as a

Social forum for scholarly inquiry, intellectual debate and ideological polemic,
Studies as well as an arbiter of literary taste and source of financial subvention,

While the story of the journal in sustaining and reinvigoratingJewish
culture in eastern Europe is important, it remains beyond the scope of
the present discussion. A more limited purpose here is to identi$' a
central foposinJewish periodical literature of the early twentieth century
which reflected growing and diverse demands to recastJewish culture
in national terms. This topos, embodied in the very titie of Brainin's
Mi-mizrah u-mi-m,aarau, afFrrmed the prospect of reconciling East and
!Vs51-o1 more accurately, eastern EuropeanJews and their cultute, on
one hand, and central and western EuropeanJews and their cultuge,
on the ol-her. The theme of geographic and cultural reconciliation that
surfacecl in early-twentieth-centuryjournals mirrored the desire to forge
a holistic Jewish national culture.
The centrality of this theme underscores the extraterritorial condition of those intellectuals devoted to Jewish nationalism in the early
twentieth century. Though they periodically basked in the liberating
powers of exilic existence, they also sought a more enduring locus for
the reconciliation of East and West than that offered by literaryjournals.
One of the most interesting, though decidedly provisional, venues for

&

Jews by the end of the First World War.a Nonetheless, the delicate
'collective psyche of the "native" GermanJews at times demanded conscious

,
,1,

KaIka's well-known infatualion with a visiting Yddish theater troupe in

r'

the quest of the assimilated, culturally German, Jew
" for a new source of Jewish authenticity. Earlier, Martin Buber's putr

.

,

,
'

lished editions of Hasidic stories received an extremely eager and wide-

spread reception in Germany; his tales of the Baal Shem Tov and
Nahman of Bratslav led to a newly positive evaluation of Hasidism fully
.consonant with the neo-Romanticiit spirit of fin-de-siiclz Germany.6
Even more significant Lhan these idealizations of the trad,itionalJew
was the actual encounter between German and eastern EuropeanJews
,during the First World War. When GermanJewish soldiers discovered
large concentra[ions of coreligionists on the eastern front, abstract
romanticizing gave way to concrete/expre ssions of empathy and kinship.
One young soldier by the name of Franz Rosenzweig wrote that upon
encountering a group of PolishJews outside ofWarsaw, "I felt something
that I rarely feel, pride in my race, in so much freshness and vivacity."T
The process ofJewish discovery which Rosenzweig and other German
'to the front. It continued after the
Jews under-went was not confine
war in Gdrmany itseif, where thousahds of displaced eastern European
and
Jews found refuge, including scores of disti{rguished authors, arlists

q

This phenomenon lent a distinctive quality to Jewish life in Weimar
Germany (1918-1933). Unlike other centers ofJewish culture (for example, Palestine, Poland, the United States), Germany hosted a cultural
exchange among diverse groups ofJews, partiatlnr$ amnngelites, thatwas
uucommonly reciprocal; deepseated assumptions held by German and

such, all belonged to a curious and evolving experiment in Jewish
cultural formation that took place in Germany, especiaily during the
Weimar period.
A second major task of this essay will be to examine this experiment,
inwhich eastern EuropeanJews metGermanJews in the hope offinding
a shared cultural language. To comprehend it fully, this meeting must
be set against the backdrop of Jewish culture in late-Wilhelmine Germany. It has been frequently pointed out that many German Jews
possessed a profound sense ofdifference

1911 symbolized

scholars.

this meeting was Germany, whose geographic location at the crossroads
between the European East and West made it an obvious site for such
a project. In fact, all ,of the journals discussed here that reflect the
aspiration to reconcile East and West were published in Germany. As

eastern European Jews regarding one another began to wither away.8
While the latter came west in search of physical refuge, political freedom

from eastern EuropeanJews,

believing themselves to be of a higher cultural order.3 This sense belied
the fact that German Jews were often but a generation removed frorn
an eastern European shtetL It also belied the fact that eastern European
immigrants had come to constitute nearly twenty percent of Germany's

denigration of the "primitive" Ostjudens

This long-standing tradition of denigration was periodically checked
by a countervailing tendency to romanticize the eastern Other. Franz

,,

and inteliectual stimulation, a number of local Jewish intellectuals
embarked on a cultural journey eastward, immersing themselves in the
traditions and language s of the new arrivals.e The point at which their
paths crossed represented a unique space and moment----one regulated
by a cultural code that was neither eastelTl nor western, natrve nor
foreign.rO And to bring matters full circle, this point of convergence was
marked by the appearance in Berlin of a number of literaryjournals that
gave concrete expression to the mission of cultural reconciliation.

The main aims of this paper are thus inextricably entwined: the
identification of an important thematic strain in the history ofJewish
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periodicals helps illuminate the uniqueJewish context of weimar GerLu.ry a.rd vice versa. Beyond these tasks, this essay makes a broader,
though still tentative, attempt to rethink traditional notions of culnrral
influence and exchange as they have been applied toJewish history'
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in social integration and assimilation that originated
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to u full". and more self-conscious
l no. Gershom Scholem, such a

throughareturn

und among the
ieasternEuropeanJewishintellectualsandactivistswhohadsettledin
up residehce at
Berlin. After i.uuit g his parents' hoine, Scholem took
woman named
, tS*uif Uo-ding holuse in western Berlin run by aJewish

,
r for eastern EuropeanJe*, ..ridittg

pi"tt

of lodging mainly
in Berlin' Upon his arrival' Scholem

Struck. Mrs. Struck's boarding house served u'

u

well before this event. several years earlier, Scholem had been expelled'
from high school for expressing his own
unmistakably linked to his Zionism. As a

did not merely become involved in Zio

LrrL path
eschewed the
alcly csLrrEwcu
de liberately
who ttclrLlcl
Zionists wno
group of
oI xoung
P.ur ol trrst-gen'
Xoung Zlonlsts

I.ation &r.u.t Zionists. For this small circle, the older

generadon
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scholars'
While this postwar contact has been noted by numerous

it.

islessfrequentlyobsewedthattherevalorizationofeasternEuropean

a vibrantJewish culture' as distinct from
Jews-as gen..irte bearers of
of World War One'
Buber's iJeal Hasidic tl?e-preceded the outbreak

in 1913, a small group of GermanJewish intellectuals' includine
Scholem's circle of
some who would tat". iec-.te part of Gershom
cultural legacy
Zionistintimates in Berlin, had begun to identif with the
in this prewar movement
of eastern EuropeanJewry. Tire central hgure
born to a middle-class
was Fritz Mordichai K^ui-a,t'l, a German Jew
his youth'
family in the industrial city of Eschweiler' Throughout
and rebelKaufmann demonstrated a proclivity for both social activism
for avariety oltllttt
liory he campaigned tirelesiy, although fleetingly'
including ro.iuiir-, school reform, vegetarianism and anti-alcoholism'
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It was not until his university years in Leipzig from 1910-12, however,
that Kaufmann turned his attention to specifically Jewish causes. His
involvement was with the local Zionist organization in Leipzig
first
t80l
through which he began to develop a keen interest in eastern European,
Jewish Jews and their culttrre.r6 This interest impelled Kaufmann to take a most
Social unusual step for a GermanJew: he began to studyYiddish. Kaufmann'sl
Stuclies inspiration in embarking on this path was Nathan Birnbaum, the eniS
matic Austrian Jewish cultural activist whom he met in Leipzig'
Birnbaum's fascinating life had taken him from prescient supPolt fol
the Zionist idea to steadfast opposition to the movement, from religious
apathy to orthodox obsewance, from indifference to Yrddish to passion-
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of its denigration of easterrr European Jewish culture. Under

Birnbaum's tutelage, Kaufmann set out to elucidate a new ideological
position wSich he designated "AlLjudentum" (ParrJudaism). By 19i3
Ifuu[marrrFhad moved to Berlin where he and his brother,Julius, estab
lished a German-language journal devoted to the Propagation of d'ljudentum.

This new journal, Die Freistatt (literally, sanctuary or free

space),

embodied Kaufmann's expansive and eclectic view of Jewish cuiture.
The opening programmalic statement of April 1913 declared that Drr
Freistattwould hold to no party line or strict doctrine, but rather lvould
be an open and independent forum for the expression ofJewish viewpoints.r8 In the course of its brief existence, Die Frdstatt published
authors represcni:ing a broad ideological sPectrum: Zionists, autonG
mists, assimilationists, socialists, Yddishists and Hebraists. And yet
Kaufmann's commitment to ideological openness did notpreclude him
from articulating his own biases. His article, "Alli'ildische Kriti\" in Ihe
se cond number of Die Frcistafl initiated a series of essays which assailed
the overlapping aims and intellectual corruption of assimilation and
Zionism. Kaufmann took issue with Zionism for its obsessive concern
with the "Gofusproblnm" (Exile problem) , disputing the idea that there
was an identifiable problem with diaspora existence.re Moreover, he
challenged the Zionist impulse to Portray diasporaJewry as a cultural
monolith. Kaufmann's view of diasporaJewry reflected a special appre
ciation for the diversity and dynamisrn of eastern EuropeanJews' conlrary t.o the stereotypical image of OsLiuden as "a band of shnorrtrsand
have-nots.'t2o
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Fritz Mordechai Ifuufmann's encounter with Birnbaum in Leipzig
confirmed the former's emerging sense that eastern Europeanlewish
culture was a vital and underappreciated lesource. Birnbaum also wli
dated Kaufmann's growing disenchantment with Zionism, precisely 6e
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provide a forum forJewish writers, artists and ideologues from East and
of the century. But its editors did not make explicit
what Kaufmann later demanded of his fellow German Jews: that they
immerse themselves in the culture and language of Ostjudentum in order.'
to enrich their ownJewish edstence.2a Kaufmann's personai example
of immersion served as a direct inspiration fcrr a small group of young
GermanJews who began to study Yrddish and Hebrew, and their resPective literatures, as part ofa program ofJewish self-discovery and renewal.'
If not all of Kaufmann's disciples accepted his trenchant criticism of
Zionism, they did share his arnbition to enter a new and compeliing
cultural world, one that an older generation of GermanJews regarded
with disdain and scorn.
In assessing the iole of Die Freistatt, Steven Aschheim has observed
that it never occupied more than a fringe position in the cultural con-:
stellarion of Ggnnan J"*ry. Nonetheless, "it raised new possibilities,

for rhe wesr. Though lacking the intensity of the front, this
encounter was extraordinary in its own right. More accqrately, it lyas
extraordinary for a small percentage of German Jews, among them
.returni'ng ,oidi..r touched by their experiences in the East, radical
homes

West at the turn
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sharpened theffiebate, and made Zionists sensitive to questions they had
p.eviourly dismissed."25 Indeed, Kaufmann's literary polemics in biz
Freistatt served to stimulate and provoke precisely at a moment when the
Gerrnan Zionist movement was undergoing an important transformation. The younger arld more radical forces led by Kurt Blumenfeld had

begun to shift the rnovement's orientation {iom philanthropy to self-t
help. At the Ge rman Zionist congress of 1914, for. example, Blumenfeld
succeeded in gaining majority approval for the proposition that theJews
of Germanywere "rootless"

(uru,rzellos).26

Zionists and followers of Kaufmann. For theseJews, the

,

cultural

passage

to the East did not require geographic displacement' It could be, and
1vas, undertaken in their own home towns.
Gershom scholem, for instance, who successfully eluded army service,
began his eastwarclj ourney by moving to the Pension struck in wes! Berlin.
There, he fell under the way of the charismatic zalman Rubashov, a
central figure among eastern Europeans and dissimilating GerrnanJews
in Berlin According to scholem, Rubashov's last erudition in.|ewish

Im-

on

lub
he

formed

in

1917 within the German Zionist movement that included

flerrmann, Max Meyer and Ludwig
As with scholem, Rubashov
disciples).m
main
straus (one of Kaufmann's
Yrddish, andJewish
Hebrew,
of
study
their
encouraged them to intensif
culture of the
the
national
to
connection
their
history in order to deepen
lvlartin Buber, VictorJacobson, Leo

Blumenfeld's diagnosis of root'

lessness paradoxically coincided with that of the anti-Zionist Kaufmann.t

Both the new Zionism and the docu'ine of Atljudcntum sought to overcome what they saw as the emptiness of GermanJewish life. Moreover,
both ideologies pror.i$ed their young adherents with a sense of culttrral
direction after ieaving the world of their parents.

u
The eastward gaze of young disciples of l-. M. Kaufmann or Kurt
Blumenfeld became rnore concentrateci as they directly encountered
Ostjuden during the First World War- Numerous commentators have
described the place of the war in the history of relations betrareen East
and West, and therefore the subject need not be reprised here.28 Our
focus will be on the unusual cultural c.ontext born of the last years of
the war and the beginning of the Weimar regime. Far from the grueling
conditions of the front, GermanJews had the opportuniry to meet up
with large numbers of eastern EuropeanJews who fled the ir war-ravaged

Aliena[ion, that
clasm and a will-

Other's cultural
ere better exemHebrew writer
with
the
interaction
Scholem's
plified than in Gershom
recalls:
S. Y. Agnon. As Scholem
a new and altogether original incarnation of the Jewish
him to me was my
and
of
spirit
Jewish tradition . . . and what attracted
with which I had
seriousness
the
and
the
sources
to
devotion
passionate

I found in him

srudied Hebrew.3r
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culture of ea.stern European Jews. But rarely had the two groups discarded altogether their ossified stereor)?es of each other. For a fleeting
period around the turn of the century, Jewish intellectuals from East
and West, animated by a shared Zionist commitment, had gathered in
the caf6s of Berlin to debate their ideological dilferences.32 The interaction in Berlin in 1917, however, was of a different kind' It did not
simply yield passionate debate; it pushed in the direction of a new
cultural language and identity that belonged neither to the East nor to
the West.

In thinking about this encounter and, more generally, about the
formation of Jewish cultural identity in the diaspora, it is helpful to
recall some the.pretical insights drawn fiom the held of cultural studies,

Taking Edwar$said's influential Orientalismas a point of departure,
scholars and cultural commentators have begun to challenge a number
of entrenched assumptions regarding the relationship between seemingly discrete cultural entities. In particular, they have contested the
mutually reinforcing ideas that cultures represent monolithic or Pure
"essences," and that such cultures exert hegemonic and unidirectional
iufluences upon other cultures. Said hirnself has recently summarized
this set of challenges by asserting that all culture "is hybrid . . . and
encumbered, or entangled and overlapping with what used to be regarded as extraneous elements."33
This concept of a dynamic hybridity cails into question the whole
notion <,rf cultural irrfluence. For in dissolving the boundaries of cultrrral
essences, it also erodes the once-sacred distinction between internal and
external forces, or native and foreisn cultures. The effect of this antiessentialist impulse has been especially pronounced in postcolonial
discourse where the'native-foreign antinomy has yielded to a more
textured view of cultural mediation and negotiation. Scholars studying
Africa and India, two major venues of European colonization, have
noted that the language and cultural norms of European colonizers
were almost never absorbed unchalged, but rather were subtly and
ceaselessly appropriated and transformed. For instance, the philosu
pher Kwame Anthony Appiah insists that European languages served as
"clouble agents" whose initial function as a tool of colonial domination
was complicated and redefined by African intellectuals under colonial
rule.3a

The process of re-inscribing language and cultural norms seems t0
be of, particular relevance to the case of diaspora grouPs. It is indeed
no surprise that one of the mostfruitful lines of inquiry to emerge from
postcolonial discourse has been diaspora and transnational studies. A
<lne participant in this new subfield elaborates, the diaspora experience

defined not by essence or purity, but by the recognition of a necessary
hetegogeneity and diversity, by a conception of "idenciry" which lives with
and through, not despite difference; by hybridity. Diaspora identities are
tliose which are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew,
is

through transformation and difference.3s
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The author

of this statement, Stuart Hall, applied his model of fluid

diasporism to the juncture of African, European and American currents that forged an A-fio-Caribbean cultural identity. Others have

in analyzing Indian, Iranian and Chicano
in transnational contexts. Strangely, verT little attention has
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for whom the idea of diaspora is at the foundation of their historical experience and consciousness.s6 In part, this
neglect resuits from a certain reticence by Jewish scholars to propel
their object of study into a wider ar-ena of discourse (for example,
transnational studies).In the main, however, this neglect seems to be
a function of two interrelated politlcal considerations which have surfaced in post-colonial thought: first, pervasive criticism of Zionism as
a Western colonial experiment, often attended by the equation, perhaps unconscious, of Zionists andJews; and second, the identilication
ofJews as white Europeans, and hence partners in the exploitive work
ol Western imperialism.rt
Without i'esorting to the lugubriou's game of victimology, it must be
nored that Jews, even in Europe, under-went experiences, and availe d
themselves of strategies, similar to those of cdonized peoples outside of
been devoted to Jews,

Europe. That is, they not only confronted discrimination, persecution and
forced assimilation; they also became immersed in European languages

cultural practices, all the while infrrsing them with their own inflecThe result in modern Germany was not the disap
pear-ance ofJews, but the creation of an identifiableJewish "subculture,"
at once distinct from and part of the broader Gerrlzrn society.3e The aim
here is not to offer an apologia on behalf of the GermanJewish qnnbiosis
nor, for that matter, on behaff of diasporism. Rather, it is to assert that
theJewish condition in modern centlal and western Europe has been one
o[radical hybridity, at leastfrom the time of the Enlightenment.Jews did
not always embrace this condition willingly. Frequently, they tried to
escape it through the assertion of a pristine identiry-the content ofwhich
nnged fiorn an unadulterated Germanness to an unmediatedJewishness
(for example, OrthodoxT or AlQud,entum).40 Yet even these attempts at
flight often devolved back to a radically hybrid position.
The case of the dissimilating German Jewish intellectuais in the
waning days of the KaLserraclr seryes to iliustrate this point. \A4ren
and

tions and customs.s
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Gershom Scholem, Ludwig Strauss, Max Meyer and their friends met
eastern European Jewish transplants in Berlin, they were consciously

,

Russian

I

the influence of these students and fellowJewish 6migr6s, Berlin became
in the first decade of this century a minor center of Hebrew letters.a5
Not coincidentally, the period in which this center emerged was also

turning their backs on the hphenated identity of their parents. Despite

this attempt to overcome their bifurcated identities, they proved incapable of avoiding the condition of hybridity. Inevitabiy, they integrated
{imensions of their previous existence into their new cultural identity.
In fact, the formula for their cultural re-formation-fusing the critical,
rationalist and scientific ethos of the West with the folk-national pathos
of the East-was decades old, having unde rgirded almost all expressionr
ofJewish cultural nationalism since the late nineteenth century. It was
this formula that guided Gershom Scholem's first forays into Jewish
my$cism-intelleitual adventures which demonstrated a deep rpp..-,
ciation for the spiritual force of mysticism and simultaneously bore the
unmistakable imprint of German Wissenschaft. It was also this formula
which led to the unique poetic creations-powerfullyJewish in dreme
and pgrely German in language-of Ludwig Strauss and Eise LaskBrSchtiler, who, like Scholem, immigrated to Palestine.4l \A'hile their ultimate sights may have been set on the land of Israel, they first sought a
fusion of cultural horizons in Berlin.

,

enrichment-especially Russian Jewish students whose attendance at
universities was severely restricted from the year 1887. Through

:

in which the number of eastern European Jews in Germany rose
,; steeply: from 20,000 in 1890 to 70,000 in 1910.46
These developments, though, were but a prelude to a later period.
Initially, the outbreak of the First World War led to new restrictions on
the presence of foreign nationals (Russian Jews, for example) in Germany. Shortly thereafter, the demand for cheap labor and the need to
escape war-ravaged areas brought thousands of eastern EuropeanJewish
refugees into Germany.4T The migratory stream increased following the
one

':
.

Bolshevik Revolution in Russia and the widespre ad violence againstJews
in Ukraine and Belorussia.as Among the new arrivals from the east were

asubstantial number of intellectuals and cultural activists including the

Halyim Nahman Bialik, David Frishman, Saul Tchernichowsky,
Bergelson, and the scholars Simon Dubnow, Fishel Lachover and
'
eastern
Jacob Lestschinsky.ae In the hrst instance, these figures left
rvriters
Dovid

Europe to ensure their physical survival. But like the earlier waves of
eastern European Jewish intellectuals who came to Germany, these
artists and ,.hola.r-w..e not merelylushed out of the east. They were

III

simultaneorjsly drawn

The allure of Berlin as the cultural capital of Germany held sway for
generations ofJews. In sceking to explain this phenomenon, Peter Gay
once obderved that "Berlin was the city where mobile men came to rest.4
With their long tradition of peripatetic travels and ardent desire for social
advancement,Jews surely satisfied Gay's criterion of mobility. But if Berlin
provided rest for Jews, it was only temporary. Jews came to Berlin to
transform themselves. This was especially so in the Weimar period, an age
of "overflowing plenty of stimuli, of artistic, sciendfic, commercial improvisations."43 Jewish improvisation knew many forms: sorne Jews came
to lose theirJewishness through conversion; others came to deepen their
knowledge of Judaism through intensive and advanced study. Among
many other roles, Berlin was both the home ofJewish assimilation and
the center of a vibrant Germal Jewish subculture.a
The city's allure extended beyond the borders of Germany. As far
back as the late eighteenth century, Berlin had been a source of attraction for eastern European Jews, a fact.to which the notable cases of
Solomon Maimon and Baruch of Shklov attest. While many eastern
EuropeanJews came west in search of economic opportunity or en route
to the New World, others came specifically in search of intellectual

.
.

to Germany

iadth its reputation as a center

of

scholariy excellence and artistic creativity. The advent of the Wermar
interesting and seRepublic in November 1918 created n'tt
"tp&"ially after.the CreatWar,
ductive environment. The mix of profound despair
on

one hand, and hope arising from the democratic beginnings of the

new

regime, on the other, yielded a unique spirit of iconoclasm and

innovation.5O

This spirit, in turn, fueled new opPortunities for Jewish

cultural activity.

Eastern European Jews in Berlin set about to establish a center of
fiddish and Hebrew culture with remarkable zest and industry. Some
seventeen Vddish journals dealing vith belles l"ettres,historical research
andpolitics appeared in Berlin during the 1920s'5t Hundreds of Yddish
books were pubiished by newly established or trarrsplanted publishing
houses. Furthermore, important scholarly work was encouraged in Berlin by the existence of institutions such as the Ostjildische Historische
Archiu and,,more significantly, }TVO (Yddish Scientifi c Institute), which
was actually launched in the city.
A similar resurgence of Hebreu literary activity occurred in the postrvar period. Leading Hebrew authors, such as Bialik and Agnon, wrote
important works while in Germany. These writers found a wealth of
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published scholarly and literary sources available in bookstores
libraries. They also found opportunities for publication as new

tu
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relocated publishing houses surfaced. Among these were Horeb,Jalkug
Klal, Moriah, Omanut, Rimon, and perhaps most prominently, Devir,

the seat. of Hokhmnt Yisrael []ewishr scholarshipl in its western dress. At this
great and decisive hour, relatives who had been separated by force happened onto the same inn. Is it conceivable that their meeting will be for

,
naugnti-59

of which Bialik served as editor-in-chief.52

Dauid, N.

In observing this cultural efflorescence, it must be noted that the
phenomenon of enrigr6 cultures grafted onto the landscape of Weimar
Germany was hardly restricted to the case of eastern EuropeanJews. In
general, the cosmopolitan ambience of Berlin proved receptive to a
wide range of novel, especially modernist, artistic and literary endeavors,
and served as a worthy successor to f.n-de-siickVienna.5s A contributing
factor was the city's openness to non-Germar intellectual, cultural and
political innovators. Circles of €migr6 intellectuals from Russia, Hungary and other parts of eastern Europe settled in Germany after the war.
Common to these intellectuals was a sense of disaffection from the
political climate of their native countries. They were exiles, fuii of
feelings of alienation and distance, and ye t seeking to find community
in their "collective estrangement."54 Some, such as the 6migr6 circle
around the Russian intellectual Madimir Stankevich, even sought their
own modified version of a reconciliation of East and West.ss
In contrast to the nonJewish 6migr6s (the Baltic Germans were arl
obvious exception), the community ofJewish 6migr6s in Berlin existed
alongside a large group oI'native-bornJews. To be sure, not all Cerrnan
Jews received the eastern Europeans with open arms. Ludwig Geigeri
son of the distinguislied nineteenth-century scholar and religious reformer, de.clared in 1918 that "we should take pity on these uncultured
masses, bu[ we must aclmit that they are irretrievably distant from our
whole orttlook, our mocle of comprehension."56 More common, though,
was a sense of sympathyt and concern for the Ostjud,en, as reflected in
the extensive nebvork ofJewish relief organizations and social services
created on their behalt-.57 But it was notjust benevole nt paternalism that
shaped German Jewish attitudes toward easterrr European Jews. After
all, not all GermanJews were assimilated German citizens of the Jewish
faith; some were also dissimilatingJews actively seeking to reconstitute
Jewish Volhsgemeins chafLss
The shift in consciousness on the part of some GermanJews was not
lost on the eastern Europe ans. Upon arriving in Berlin, HaJyim Nahman
Bialik raised the prospect of a reconciliation between eastern Errropean
and GermanJews:
a

Manv of . . . the bearers of Hebrew culture [from the East] found their
way to Berlin, the same Berlin which was the birthplace of Hashahh auJ

tBel

Bialik wondered whether age-old antipathies and stereotypes might be
on the verge of dissipation. The answer, while not unequivocal, was

moderately promising. New cultural and literary activities that com-

the labors of the two groups were underway. One of the most
distinctive efforts in this regard was the bilingual journal, RimonMilgroym" published in Berlin in Hebrew and Yddish editions (six volumes from 1922 to 1924).60
Described as a "tnagazine of arts and letters," Rimon-Milgroyzz is one
of the mostvisually striking examples ofJewish publishing in the rnodern
age. Its highquality paper arid etched binding contain beautiful (occasionally color) reproductions of traditional Jewish art, as well as works
from modern, largely Jewish, artisls such as Marc Chagall, El Lissitsky,
Nathan Altman and Iisachar Ber ft.yback' The editors of RimonMil.groyx-Mark Wischnitzer and Rachel Wischni tzer-Bernstein-sought
to create a forum in which innovative perspectives on art, literature and
scholarship would be presented, and in whichJewish intellectuals from
East and lVest could exchange ideag and perhaps develop a shared
cultural sensibility.br The editors, who wpre themselves of eastern Euro'
pean origin, succeeded in attracting an eclectic and distinguished roster
of contributors. Among the eastern Europeaqs who wrote fot RimonMilgrolmwere S. Y Agnon, Micha Yosef Berdyciewski, Dovid Bergelson,
bined

,,

'

Uri Zvi Greenberg, Yehezkel Kaufmann,J. Opatoshu, and Saul Tchernichowsky.

The Gerrnans included the artist Hermann Struck and the

historians Eugen Taubler, Franz Landsberger and Hugo Bieber.

Both the multimedia approach and the desire to embrace East and
recall readily ide nrifiable strains in the history ofJewish periodical
literature.62 Moreover, there was a two-pronged emphasis on art in
Rimon-Milgrolmthat closely paralleled that in Ost und West' to edi!' the
arts, and
Jervish public about current trends in painting and the plastic
to culdvate a decidedlyJewish-national artistic heritage.6s The obvious
distinction between Rimon-Milgroyn and the earlier Ost und Weslwas the
choice of language. To a great extent, the replacement of German by
Hebrew and Yddish can be attributed to the new context of Weimar
Berlin. With the influx of thousands of eastern EuropeanJews, the ciry
had surfaced as a center of Hebrew and Yddish writing and publishing,
eyen more vital than the brief flurry of Hebrew (and to a lesser extent,
Yrddish) cultural activity in the first decade of the century. There was
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to the task
realism. Disiimilating GermanJews, meanwhile, were drawn

of creating a newJewish national culture'
At the crossroads of these cultural paths was Rimon-Milgrolm In the
opening article of the Hebrew and Yrddish versions, Rachel wischnitzerto the
Bernstein commenced the dual mission of providing edifrcation
nationa-l
of
a
culturally uninitiated and helping to shape the contours
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Not all articles were quite as explicit' Other authors operated on
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Leonardo
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theorist Georg Simmel. Still others discussed more
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David
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Leon
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ir.h
personalities
not only
and Bialit.67 Together, these articles represented an attempt
westernJews'
to break down cultural boundarie i between eastern and
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but also to explore the mutually fructifiing relationship between
.-n.is.., Occident'
Jewish Orient and the non-Jewish
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the Reform seminary in Germany would seem to have precluded involve
ment in a journal devoted to a revival ofJewish scholarship in Hebrew.r
lVhat made his involvement even more incongmous was Bialik's letter

te3l

of

to the editor in the opening number of Dnir. Bialik, who originatly,
proposed the idea of the journal, used this opportunity to excoriare:
westernJewish scholars--including, by implication, Elbogen-for having
committed the cardinal "sin of language": abandoning "iurif' for "loaif.
(Hebrew for European tongues).6s Elbogen's response in the second,
number of the journal was not anger, but rather contrition. His survey
of the state ofJewish Studies concluded with a striking admission. No
lorrger content to submitJudmtunn to domineering Deukchhtm, Elbogen
^
declared:
Finally, the time has arrived for the national consciousness of th-eJewish:
people . . . to begin to honor the national literature. . . . With this change
. . . tl're question forJewish studies of using the Hebrew language beco'mes
a queslion of survival. Only in it [Hebrew] can rhe proper expression for
the development of each and every distipline and science be found; and
only through its aid can a natural connection to lirdngJudaism be found.T!

\4restin Berlin was brief.

It resulted from

a

unique human blend created

in the last years and immediate aftermath of the First World War. The
fabric of this culture began to unravel by the mid-1920s, as those most
devoted to a genuine reconciliation between East and West left Ger-

Elbogen was an exception to the rule among GermanJewish scholars,
Most did not share his belief in the vitality or necessity of Hebrev,r,
Turning away from an earlier set of intellectual sensibilities, Elbogen,

many

for,Palestine in

se

self-fashioning.

arch of a mdre hospitable locus for theirJewish
\

It
the evanescent nature of this cultural moment that is
of interest. For it calls attention to a range ofloewish cultural expressions
that have yet to receive exhaustive scholarly scrutiny, partly because of
their blevity and partly because of their esoteric and/ or elitist quality.
,Future work must address the diversity, intensity and ephemerality of
Jewish cultures in the Weimar period. Thus, it must not only take
account of the many GermanJews who believed that the Weimar regirne
represented the hnal stage in the process ofJewish emancipation. It
mustalso focus on the spectrum of alienation and disaffection occupied
by German-fewish intellectuals, as well as on the diverse forms ofJewish
culture imported from eastern Europe.
The importing of cultural forms underscores and helps to explain
the evanescent quality mentioned above. The moment that eastern
European cultural traditions reached Germany, they were transformed
by a constant process of mediation between East and West. The mediators were dozens of GermanJews and scores of eastern EuropeanJews
is precisely

who had hitherto demonstrated f'ew -fewish nationalist inclinations,
sought to enter a new world, one shaped by cultural vectors from 14/est
and East. Wrile Bialik expected that the primary benefit of Datirwould'
be to introdstce wissenscharftliche standards into Hebrew, Elbogen ex;

I

pectecl a different reward . He believed, along with his colleagues ipstein
and Torczryner, that it was necessary to bring down the wall separating

Jewish scholarship from vibrantJewish life.?r Ultimately, this work of
destruction, Elbogen intimated, would reach its most constructive pc
tential not in Europe but in Palestine.i2 Nonetheless, the sparks of
vitality that first led him to r-ethink his role as aJewish scholar were lit
in Germany. In fact, it was the intense environment of Weimar Berlin,
populated byJewish scholars and intellectuals from the East, that in"
duced Elbogen to celebrate the dynamic powers of Hebrew. The atlraction ofJerusalem was never strong enough to draw him. Even in 1938,
whenJewish iife in Germany plunged to new depths, Elbogen rejected
an offer from the Hebrew Universicy; he chose instead to emigrate t0
the United States, where he received an appointment at the Hebret'
Union College in Cincinnati.

points to several extraordinary features
theJewish cultirral ambience in Weimar Berlin. First, the impulse to
dissimilate, stimulated by the presence ofJewish cultural activists from
the East, animated not only the young rebels against an "empty" German
Jewish bourgeoisie. It also made inroads among older stalwarts of the
I German Jewish academic establishment such as Elbogen. Second,
, Elbogen's own "dissimilation" did not assume the form of a commitment to immigrate to Palestine. His recognition of the vitalizing powers
of Hebrew derived from aJewish nationalist ardor that was not identical
r to Zionism. In fact, Elbogen's case, and surely those of Fritz Mordechai
, Kaufmann and Nathan Birnbaum before it, hint at a wider spectrum of
Jewish nationalist expression in early-twentieth-century centrnl Europe
than has previously been noted.73 Third, Elbdgen's infatuation with
Hebrew as a living language was fleeting, as was his journal Dnir, which
lasted only two years. More broadlyn the encounter between East and
The example of Ismar Elbogen

l

'whose

meeting yielded not a deepening of their respective senses

of

marginality, but a shared culture, or, at ieast, a shared cultural possibiliq'. The most

intriguing property of this cuiture was its persistently
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dialectical nature, its attempt to synthesize tradition and innolation,
East ancl West, and to find a distinct idiom for cultural expression tha[
was both modern andJewish. Rather- than one culture exerting a hegemonic influence over another, two discrete, though porous, cultures
were melded into a new one which itself later generated its own se
quelae.;a
The desir-e to melcl East and West was a recurrent theme in Jewish

culture; Warsaw, for instance,'lvas
home to a large and diverse bodY
ofJews'who formed a comPlex
cultural "polysysrem." See Chone
Shmeruk's discussion of this "polysystem"

in "Hebrew-Yrddish-Pol-

ish: A TrilingualJewish Culture,"
in The Jaus of Poland Betuecn Tuo
WolklWars, ed. llsrael Gutnan et

al. (Hanover, tg8g), 283-313.
In this respect, the encounter beflveen East ald West was different

the absence of a stable territorial foundation, theJewish literaryjournal
table homeland'"
truly served, to borrow an
in which Hdbrew
Recalling the role of earli
h-centuryjournal
writers and scholars were
also became a home for EuropeanJewish intellectuais. Our particular
focus here has been on a number of suqh journals, and on one ge$
graphic locale which provided a home toJewish intellectuals embarked
on rvhat was, rn context, a most subversive project: the dislodgine of

fixecl cultural identities in the hope of constructing a new
identity that was both dynamic and inclusive.
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in Britain, 1897-1918

,

Stuart A. Cohen

etlveen 1880 and 1915 some 150,000 Jews emigrated to the
British Isles in intermittent *ul;J, f.orn scattered Parts of eastern
Europe.l Largely as a result of thlt influx, and of the relatively
birthrate of the new arrivals, theJewish community of late Victorian
in was transformed. Its population rose abdut five-fold (to aPprox300,000 souls by 1920); its occupational structure became distinctly more working-class; and its residential distribution was affected
by the emergence of specifically irnmigrantJewish quarters in the East
End of London and several provincial cities and towns.
Research into the effects of those phenomena l-ras ge nerally focusecl
on two principal dimensions. Broadly speaking, one is societal: the
influence which so large a group of strangers exerte d on British mores

and on loial Jewish-Gentile relations in particular'z The
second is more specifically communal: the checkered chronology of
r.elationships within AngloJewry between the new arrivals on the one
hand, and the indigenous conlmunity on the other.3 Somewhat neglectecl, by compatison. has been a third facet of the case: the effect of
the experience of migration on the inner lives of the immigrants of
1880-1920 and on their modes of culturai and political expression

in general

during that formative period.a
This paper attemprs to address this last issue. Itwill suggest that the
lsitancy which most Jewish immigrants to the British Isles evinced

